How to create fancy calligraphy with a crayola marker!

Teacher: Michelle Zykewicz
Outschool: CRAYOLA MARKER CALLIGRAPHY: Practice Skills

Create lines by adding more and less pressure with your marker.

Practice adding pressure to your marker when you move down on the circle and less pressure as you come back up to connect the circle.

Practice moving across the page forming loose loops and tight loops. Don’t forget to use more pressure as you loop down and less pressure as you move back up on each loop.
Practice moving across the page creating these U shapes. Try to keep even spacing between each U shape.

Now practice moving across the page creating a row of upside down U’s.

Practice moving from thin to thick.

Practice connected U’s still keeping in mind spacing and pressure!
Practice these basic letter forms.

0000
n n n
h h h h h
a a a a a
D D D D D D
E E E E E E
Here are sample alphabets:

Lowercase alphabet

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Uppercase alphabet

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

GHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Outschool: CRAYOLA MARKER CALLIGRAPHY: Connecting Letters

Practice connecting your letters. Don’t forget you’re allowed to pick up and put down your pen!

abcdefgijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Minimum is a fun word to practice! Try writing this word over and over.
Keep writing!!! Calligraphy takes practice so keep writing and practicing. The more you practice the more comfortable you will be creating beautiful fancy fun calligraphy!